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Committed to promoting the finer side of life with rich and instinctive boating experiences for 50 years, Four 
Winns, based in Cadillac, Michigan, has been building its international reputation as an icon and leader in 
manufacturing sophisticated pleasure crafts.  After successes with the new H-Series launched in 2022, Four 
Winns starts a whole new range with its brand-new catamaran, the stunning, TH36.

Perfectly shaped with a love for details, a passion for innovative design, and quality craftsmanship, this 
new Four Winns model makes a statement of casual elegance and comfort when out on the water.  The 
very unique and stunning design introduces a new vision of elegant cruising catamarans to the worldwide 
market.  

“At a glance, the all-new outboard catamaran stands out from its peers,” expresses Martin Meyer, Product 
Manager.

Passionate for aesthetics and style, the famed Italian Garroni Design studio pulled inspiration from Four 
Winns’ HD series incorporating the spacious bow cockpit layout and sleek lines into the TH36, making it 
instantly recognizable on the water. Four Winns also reached out to world-renowned French naval architect 
and catamaran specialist, Marc Lombard, who lead a team of highly experienced engineers to develop the 
sophisticated and efficient hull shape seen on the TH36.

With its ability to comfortably accommodate up to 15 people for a day out on the water, the forward cockpit 
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alone has enough seating for six (6). The open space deck is protected by a full beam hard top with the helm 
on the starboard side and double co-pilot bench on the portside. The galley, in the center of the deck layout, 
includes spacious storage, refrigerators, a sink, and an optional cooktop with barbeque.  The unique and 
versatile aft cockpit benches offer the flexibility to form a wide-open space.  The vast sunbeds can be open 
to the sea or connected for a cozy and relaxing social area creating the finest moments on the water with 
those you love.  

Outfitted with the choice of either choice twin 300hp or 350hp Mercury engines, or twin 300hp Yamaha 
engines, both complete with joystick controls for easy maneuvering, the ride is smooth, sophisticated and 
very efficient at any speed. The TH36 will offer many features to fit the needs of any boat owner inclusive 
of a full soft cockpit enclosure.

“From watersports to cruising, from lake to salt waters, we want every boater to enjoy the Four Winns refinement, 
and benefit from our new technologies,” states Nicolas Harvey, Four Winns Brand Director.  

The brand new TH36 makes full use of every inch beneath the deck with a generous amount of space and 
timeless design. Contemporary elegance flows through two full suites furnished with full size beds, storage 
cabinets, privacy blinds, closet area, and private heads equipped with a separate, enclosed shower area. The 
epitome of timeless design, ambient lighting installed overhead with elegant lines throughout the interior 
provide, a heightened level of privacy and comfort. 

The Four Winns TH36 Catamaran will celebrate its world premiere at the Cannes Yachting Festival, 
September 6-11, 2023 and is destined to become the reference in modern power catamaran design.

_About Four Winns

For almost 50 years, Four Winns has been building its international reputation as a manufacturer of refined 
and sophisticated pleasure crafts designed to fit all boaters’ needs.  Four Winns continues to be the American 
timeless reference in boat building. Originally from Cadillac, Michigan, its iconic image serves as a basis to 
consistently evolve products and features across all markets by developing style icons perfectly shaped 
with a love for details.  With a deep commitment to a carefree, instinctive boating experience, Four Winns 
strives to exceed in comfort, convenience, and operation ease – a true reward as soon as one steps onboard.
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